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Da Capo – Da Capo (1972)

  

    1  Free 4:42  2  Future 4:32  3  Find My Way Home 3:19  4  Young Man 4:07  5  Can Smile
4:08  6  She's Leaving 3:22  7  A Day In The Rest Of My Life 12:42  +   8  Marihuana 4:37    
Bass, Vocals – Peter Wiesner   Drums – Alfred Urban   Guitar, Vocals – Peter Stanek, Peter
Treiber     

 

  

This early-'70s German progressive psychedelic ensemble's title may ring bells for fans of Love,
whose album Da Capo was surely inspiration for this group. They took the name as appropriate
for their West Coast-inspired sound. Self-producing this single album in 1972, an original is a
rare and sought-after item in the underground. Probably destined to equal status of scarcity is
this '90s LP reissue on Little Wing, which re-exhibits their dual lead guitar explosions that fit
more into the Cream/Blue Cheer cannon than they do Love's dreamy psychedelia. Audiophiles
should take note that this vinyl-only release is an exceptionally high-fidelity pressing. ---Skip
Jansen, allmusic.com

  

 

  

Da Capo were a German band from Fürth in mid-Franconia who released one LP in 1972 that
became one of the most sought-after German rock records. They recorded their seven-track
album in two days and pressed 500 copies. But they were so disappointed in the pressing that
they trashed about 250 copies, which added to its collectable value. Overall Da Capo, named
after Love’s 1967 release, mimicked the US West Coast sound, which was rare in Germany at
the time. Because of the lost master tapes, a mint LP was the source for this reissue, but the
sound is remarkably clean. There are some rough edges to the music, but Da Capo shines on
their instrumentals. The first four songs are mediocre and bring to mind The Byrds (guitar
strumming and dual leads) and the Grateful Dead (bluesy country rock). It is not until you get to
track 5, “Can Smile,” that things pick up. The first half of the song is an energetic instrumental
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that falls apart in the middle with an abrupt mood and musical change and the addition of
vocals. The killer track is “A Day in the Rest of My Life,” a 13-minute rocking instrumental akin
to Quicksilver Messenger Service, that closed the original LP. And as with many Garden of
Delights reissues, there is a bonus track “Marihuana,” which is perhaps their best vocal track. It
shows promise of what they could have become if they hadn’t broken up. ---Henry Schneider,
expose.org
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